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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 SAMBAL BILIS BY INCIK BISKUT is a new online business that primarily operates on the 
Facebook platform, where it updates and sells its products. The nature of the business is to provide 
FOODSERVICE to customers via online platforms such as Facebook and WhatsApp. As a result, I 
am the one who handles everything in terms of COD (Cash On Delivery), and I am the one who 
manages my Facebook and WhatsApp accounts in order to attract more customers. Together, as a 
businessperson, I am doing my best to make it a successful business that is well-known throughout 
Malaysia. Customers can enjoy the full flavors of sambal as well as the crunchiness of ikan bilis. The 
main idea is to sell in order to satisfy the customer's appetite during this movement control order.

This is my first venture as a business owner, and I have no prior experience in the field. 
However, as an entrepreneur, I continue to exert effort to ensure that my business runs smoothly. 
Because we are closed to universities and schools, our target customers are students, workers, women, 
and men. By using all type courier base on availability on the currier that can handles their deliveries 
to other cities. To attract customers, Sambal Bilis' social media portfolio includes soft sell, hard sell, 
and teaser posts.
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1.0 BUSINESS REGESTRATION

SAMBALBILIS BY INCIK BISKUT is a legal business as we had registered our business under 
Suruhanjaya Syarikat Malaysia (SSM) since 27 February 2018
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ECOMMERCE PROFILE

IMAGE 1 : PERSONAL INFORMATION

IMAGE 2 : INTITUTION INFORMATION

IMAGE 3 : BUSINIESS INFORMATION

2.0 INTRODUCTION OF BUSINESS 
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2.1 Name and Address of Business

Sambal Bilis Incik Biskut is a business name that had decided based on our main product. The 
combination of these two words between Sambal Bilis and Incik Biskut shows we sell the homemade 
sambal. Our business motto is ‘Makan dengan Apa sahaja” which show that Sambal is able to 
consume with verity of food. As for our target market, Sambal Bilis is target for student since my 
home located near university and schools and also all teenagers and above with range 13 – 55 years 
old as Sambal Bilis are suitable for the individual that like spiciness. 

Figure 1.2 Sambal Bilis Official Logo
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Name of Business SambalBilis By Incik Biskut

Business Address No 10 Jalan Nova U5/80 Subang Bestari,
40150 Shah Alam, Selangor

Corresponding Address shamalbahrhi@gmail.com

Telephone Numbers             

Form of Business Sole Proprietorship

Main Activities Retail sales of Food Product 

Date of  Commencement 6th June 2020

Date Registration 27th February 2018

Registration Numbers SA0469037-V

Name of bank Maybank

Bank Account Number               

Table 1.1 Sambal Bilis by Incik Biskut Business Information

mailto:shamalbahrhi@gmail.com
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GENERAL MANEGER
(SHAMSULBAHRI)

STAFF

2.2 Organization Charts

Incik Biskut's Sambal Bilis is a sole proprietorship. This is due to the fact that our company is still in 
its early stages and operates on a small scale. As a result, our organizational chart only includes the 
owner of Sambal Bilis by Incik Biskut and one employee.

Figure 1.3 Sambal Bilis by Incik Biskut Organization Charts
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2.3 Mission and Vision

We acknowledge that each company has its own mission and vision to operate its business according 
to its objectives. As a result, we created a mission and vision for our company so that we know what 
we want to accomplish in the short and long term. 

Mission 

 To make the Sambal BIlis known to customers
 Aims at providing customers with excellent service.
 To become Malaysia's best stock or wholesaler.
 Sambal Bilis would become the customer's first choice.

Vision

Succeed in making a Bilis Sambal the Sambal Garing brand of Incik Biskut is well-known as the top 
Sambal in Malaysia.
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2.4 Description of Products and Services 

Sambal Bilis by Incik Biskut is a company that provides our customers with a new taste of 
Sambal Bilis at an affordable price and delicious sambal. We are selling Sambal Bilis because we 
believe that our product is marketable in the community, particularly among families and students. 

We're Sambal Bilis. We have expanded our product line to the point where we can sell it not 
only in Subang but also throughout Malaysia. We provide free delivery service to customers in the 
Subang area. As our target market is teenagers and above, we want customers to buy our Sambal 
without having to worry about the crunchiness of Ikan Bilis and the savoury flavour of Sambal.
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2.5 Price List

Product Name & Price (RM) 

SAMBAL BILIS 160gm 
RM 15.00

SAMBAL BILIS 100gm
RM 10.00
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3.0 FACEBOOK (FB)

 We created a Facebook Page as we start our business. Our products and services are to be 
promoted among Facebook users, especially those close to our business sector, which then raise 
awareness of the company. It was a platform for introduction of the products sold to community 
started from 13 to 55 years old and adults.

Furthermore, today people are more likely to buy material from online shops than they can 
easily search for something. The creation of a Facebook page is a medium for promoting and 
communicating online with consumers.

The creation of a Facebook page is therefore one of the good means of connecting our 
business online with our clients. Facebook page at Sambal Bilis. We created Facebook Post, like 
teasers, soft sales, hard sell and all the related company.

3.1 Facebook Page

Figure 1.4 Sambal Bilis Incik Biskut Official Page

3.2 Custom URL Facebook Page

FB Page URL : https://www.facebook.com/SambalBilisIncikBiskut/ 

https://www.facebook.com/SambalBilisIncikBiskut/
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3.3 Facebook (FB post – Teaser

Figure 1.5 Sambal Bilis Teaser Product 
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3.4 Facebook Copywriting – Hard Sell
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3.4 Facebook Copywriting - Soft sell 
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3.6 Frequency of Posting

 Sambal bilis by Incik Biskut currently have posts in total and still in ongoing for newer post. The 
total teaser, hard sell and soft sell posts in July is 10. While in July, there are 16 posts for teaser, hard 
sell and soft sell in total. Figure 1.8 shows Sambal Bilis page of publishing tools in function to view 
our latest and previous posts as well as calculating the frequency of our posts with ease
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3.7 Sales Report
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Sambal Bilis by Incik Biskut is currently making a sale more than RM185. The table below shows 
some of our sales with receipts as an evidence.

Month Customer 
Information

Evidence 

July ROZIAH ABU 
HASAN

SHAH ALAM

160gm
RM15.00

NAWAL 
SYAKIRAH

KAJANG

2X 160gm

RM15.00 x 2

TAUFIQ 

CYBERJAYA

2X 160gm

RM15.00 x 2

SYUHAIMI 
KAMARUDDIN

KANGAR, 
PERLIS
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2X 160gm
(RM15.00) 
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4.0 Conclusion

It is a business that sells Sambal Bilis not only face-to-face but also online by creating a 
Facebook page for Sambal Bilis by Incik Biskut. With the help of the Facebook page, we can market 
and promote our products and services, as well as raise awareness of our business brand among 
Facebook users, especially those who live in the vicinity of our business location. Also, we can post 
the latest news about our business or events. As a result, we are able to keep up with the latest 
business trends, not only by using Facebook, but also by using other available platforms, where we 
can enhance our knowledge and skills in IT. In this way, we can avoid becoming outdated 
businessmen, and instead develop ourselves by keeping up with the current development of our 
country's economy and society. " A start-up using Facebook was able to achieve some of its goals. 
Sambal Bilis will continue to expand and conduct its business through other available social media, as 
well as improve its marketing strategy, in order to achieve its full potential in the future.
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5.0 Appendices

 Here are some pictures of our customer’s purchases and feedbacks. 


